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̵ History, basic structure and the contributions from Japan
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◼ Issues and future expectations for Green technology transfer
̵ Aspects from Intellectual Property Rights
̵ Further aspects from Open innovation, Patent pool and Standardization
◼ Final word
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WIPO GREEN – The Marketplace for Sustainable Technology
Historical background
1992 UNFCCC adopted： “Promotion of the transfer of EST”
Kyoto Protocol: Emission of GHG -5% from 1990
Action Plan in Bali

1997 COP 3

2007 COP13
2010 COP16

Discussion for “Technology mechanism started

JIPA

WIPO

GTPP Project

Global Challenges Division

2010- Collaboration for planning and establishment global Green technology
matching system
2013/11
Official announcement
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WIPO GREEN

At WIPO Headquarter in Geneve, Switzerland
Mr. Shinha, Indian UN Ambassador, Mr, Gurry, General
Director of WIPO and Mr. Ueno, Chairman of JIPA
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WIPO GREEN – The Marketplace for Sustainable Technology
Basic Structure of WIPO GREEN
Database

Network
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WIPO GREEN – The Marketplace for Sustainable Technology
https://www3.wipo.int/wipogreen/en/

Database
- Technology seeds: 3,046
- Technology needs: 256
(as of November 2020)

Network
- Network is consisted of
Partners and Users (Tech
Providers, Tech Seekers,
and Experts providing the
professional support for
technology transfer)
- Currently 115 organizations
register as Partners (as of
November 2020).
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WIPO GREEN – The Marketplace for Sustainable Technology
WIPO GREEN Database
https://www3.wipo.int/wipogreen-database/
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Number and category of registered technologies and
needs in WIPO GREEN Database (as of November 2020)
◼ Technologies (3046)
◼ Needs (256)
̵ Energy (1216)
̵ Pollution & Waste (47)
̵ Pollution & Waste (659)
̵ Energy (37)
̵ Product, materials and processes (515)
̵ Farming & Forestry (38)
̵ Farming & Forestry (370)
̵ Water (33)
̵ Water (181)
̵ Product, materials and processes (10)
̵ Building & Construction (149)
̵ Building & Construction (10)
̵ Transportation (95)
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List of Partners of WIPO GREEN (115 partners, as of November
2020)
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Japanese organizations which have registered their Green
technologies to WIPO GREEN Database (as of November 2020)
Large companies
Honda Motor Co., Ltd.
Hitachi, Ltd
FUJITSU LIMITED
TEIJIN LIMITED
TEIJIN Frontier Co., Ltd
JGC Corporation
Swing Corporation
Panasonic Corporation
Sony Corporation
SHARP Corporation
IHI Enviro Corporation
JAG Seabell Co., Ltd.
Chugoku Electric Power
Co., Inc.
◼ Mitsubishi Chemical Aqua
Solutions Co., Ltd.
◼ Mazda Motor Corporation
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
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Konica Minolta
DAICEL CORPORATION
Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.
Canon Inc.
Toshiba Corporation
Shiseido
Toyo Aluminum Eco Products
Co., Ltd.
◼ Toyota Industries Corporation
◼ Toyota Motor Corporation
◼ JX Nippon Mining & Metals
Corporation
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Universities
◼ Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology
Graduate University
◼ Meiji University Center for Polymer Science

SMEs
Waseda Environmental Institute Co., Ltd.
Quantum Design Japan, Inc.
Technoplan Inc.
Jtop Co., Ltd.
HINODE SANGYO Co., Ltd.
OSMO Co., Ltd
Totetsu MFG Co.
Optex Co., Ltd.
International Environmental tech-Research
Co., Ltd
◼ Eternal Vision Inc.
◼ Green Science Alliance Co., Ltd.
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
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Japanese organizations which have registered as Partners
of WIPO GREEN (as of July 2020)
Public and experts organizations
◼ Japan Patent Office (JPO)
◼ Team e-Kansai
◼ Japan Intellectual Property Organization
(JIPA)
◼ Japan Institute for Promoting Invention and
Innovation (JIPII)
◼ Japan Patent Attorneys Association (JPAA)
Universities
◼ Meiji University Center for Polymer Science
◼ Waseda University Environmental Research
Institute
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Companies
◼ Teijin Limited
◼ Fujitsu Limited
◼ Canon Inc.
◼ Daikin Industries, Ltd
◼ Daicel Corporation
◼ Hitachi, Ltd.
◼ Honda Motor Co. Ltd.
◼ Konica Minolta
◼ Panasonic Corporation
◼ Toyota Industries Corporation
◼ Shiseido Company, Limited
◼ Toyo Aluminum Eco Products Co., Ltd.
◼ Toyota Motor Corporation
◼ Green Science Alliance Co., Ltd
11

Green technology needs searching and matchmaking project in WIPO
GREEN from 2014
◼ Supported by IP offices of Japan, Australia, or French
each year
◼ Two or three technology field, such as water
treatment, agriculture, clean energy, each year
◼ Specified to two or three countries in Asia or Africa
each year
In the case of 2018,
◼ Technology fields: Energy, water agriculture
◼ Geographical areas: Indonesia, Cambodia and the
Philippines
◼ Around 40 new needs were identified
◼ Matchmaking event was held at ADB Headquater in
Manilla and around 80 stakeholders joined
◼ 7 LOI were exchanged, including one between
Japanese water treatment company with a NGO that
works in Cambodia.
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My activity in WIPO GREEN
◼ JIPII actively joins the dialogues at Advisory
Board Meeting for improving WIPO GREEN
and constitutes the network of Japanese
stakeholders in Green-tech developers and
Tech-transfer experts to disseminate WIPO
GREEN in Japan.
◼ JIPII also promotes WIPO GREEN to Japanese
SMEs and Universities and increase the
number of excellent technology seeds in the
database. It also introduces the Green-tech
needs of developing countries to Japanese
stakeholders, promotes the users’
matchmaking, and supports their information
exchange.
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https://www.jpo.go.jp/e/news/kokusai/green.html
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Meiji University Center for Polymer Science, a Partner of WIPO
GREEN, has registered 11 Green technologies to the database
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Stages for Green technology transfer

Upgrade of
System
Expansion of
System
Primary
Application
of System

Efficient Codevelopment
of System

Future plan
Case Study 2

Case Study 1
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Case study in WIPO GREEN -1: Improving rural electricity
access in underserved areas
◼ Okra Solar, a smart micro-grid technology provider in
Cambodia, connected with French NGO Entrepreneurs du
Monde at the WIPO GREEN Southeast Asia Matchmaking
Event and are now collaborating on a project to improve
electricity access in rural Cambodia. Entrepreneurs du Monde
has already distributed solar power systems equipped with a
pay-as-you-go mechanism to at least 60 households in
Cambodia. With support from partners like Entrepreneurs du
Monde, Okra smart micro-grids have been successfully rolled
out in over 100 Cambodian households, with average uptime
of over 98%.
◼ Okra & Entrepreneurs du Monde also won the grand prize at
the 2018 IEEE Empower a Billion Lives regional finals, a global
competition that promotes innovative solutions for improved
electricity access, organized by the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
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https://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo_pub_1058_2018.pdf
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Case study in WIPO GREEN -2: Possibility of the remote
sensing system for Water Kiosk
- Teuk Saat 1001, partner of the French “1001 Fontaines” NGO, is a

Cambodian registered NGO acting as a non-profit social enterprise that
supports community access to safe drinking water with its water-filtration
plants through local franchisees in rural Cambodian villages. Teuk Saat
was seeking to connect their water filter devices on site with GPRS signal,
thus would enable them to transmit water conditions remotely.
- Wellthy Co. had already registered its water treatment system in WIPO
GREEN DB. Their decentralized water treatment & supply system has a
capacity to produce approximately 50 - 2,000m³/day of water and is
equipped with a remote monitoring system. Compared to massive water
works, their system needs less initial cost for installation and less energy
cost and has low risk of water contamination due to minimum pipeline
length from the system.
- At the matchmaking event in Manila, I made the support for
exchanging Letter of Intent (LOI) among Teuk Saat 1001, Kopernik, a
consulting organization in Indonesia, and Wellthy Co..
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New Director General of WIPO refers to their mission for facilitating
innovation.
◼ “Our mission is to help support and facilitate
innovation and creativity for the benefit of all
people and the countries that we represent.”
◼ “One of my key priorities is to ensure that the
global IP system is vibrant and forwardlooking, helping to find solutions that address
the global challenges of our times.”
◼ The Director General also emphasized the role
of WIPO’s green technology matchmaking
initiative WIPO GREEN, that seeks to facilitate
the engagement of young people in the
development and dissemination of green
technology.
https://www3.wipo.int/wipogreen/en/news/2020/news_0042.html
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Various aspects on the contribution of IPR (Patents) to
Green technology transfer
Access to existed
patents

Co-development of
new patents

Expansion of
patented technology

Support for easy
access to Green
patents

Improvement of
IP system

Patent pool for
Green
technology

Efficient
Licensing
agreement

Development of
IP awareness

Standardization
of Green
technology
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Support on licensing matters for the stakeholders in the
developing countries in WIPO GREEN
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Human Resource Development training program for IP by
Japan Patent Office
◼ Asia-Pacific Industrial Property Center (APIC)
has been established from 1996 for developing
human resources in the developing countries in
Asia-Pacific, Africa and South America region
under the supervision and support of Japan
Patent Office (JPO).
◼ APIC offers sophisticated training programs
derived from its long-time experience and
requests of past participants of training courses.
APIC also offers facilities that help training
participants and long-term fellowship
researchers to study and research.
◼ I have been working as the supervisor of the
research of the long-term researchers from
2015.
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Titles of the Final Report of the researchers of JPO Longterm Research Fellowship Program in FY 2019
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https://www.jpo.go.jp/e/news/kokusai/developing/training/thesis/index.html
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The final report of the long-term research fellow from
DGIP Indonesia 2016
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Cases of Japanese company which supports WIPO GREEN
by decreasing IP barriers

https://www.jpo.go.jp/e/news/kokusai/green.html
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Examples of the technology registration of Fujitsu Limited
to WIPO GREEN database
◼ Over 600 registrations in 3 years
̵

̵

Registration is linked to each patent.
Registrations are categorized by
expected products.
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Comments from IP division of Fujitsu on the effects of registering
their technologies to WIPO GREEN
◼ Registering our patents to WIPO GREEN Database with the categorization of their
finalized product, our researchers became possible to understand their
contributions to the environment through what type of products. I suppose that it
inspired the researchers and increase their motivation.
◼ After we registered our technologies with the categorization, a lot of inquiries
through WIPO GREEN, several tens in a year, come to us.
◼ Even for low level technology needs, such as the quality management of coffee
beans in Indonesia, we received the proposal from our researcher in that he pointed
out the possibility of new quality management system by using the image data sent
through the mobile phone.
◼ We and the members of JIPA is now considering on the possibility of “Patent pool”
in the field of Environmental technologies.
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Patent licensing through “Patent pool”

28
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Ref. https://www.ntt-review.jp/archive/ntttechnical.php?contents=ntr200707gls.html

Standards and patents
◼ Standards are essential for the wide adoption of new technologies in the marketplace. The potential
for conflict between patents and standards arises when the implementation of the standard
necessitates the use of technology protected by one or more patents. If a patent owner can block the
implementation of the standard by refusing a license or claiming unreasonably high royalties, this
would obviously be against the objective of the technical standardization process.
◼ In order to minimize this risk of conflict and to assure a smooth and wide dissemination of
standardized technology, most standard setting bodies (SSBs) have established their own patent
policy. If any relevant patent (or patent application) exists, many SSBs require the patentee to agree
on specific licensing conditions, such as that the license must be granted under reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms (RAND license) or that the license must be royalty free (RF).
◼ One way to address the situation where different patentees own a number of patents relevant to the
standard is to set up a patent pool. Typically, a pool enables participating patentees to use the pooled
patents, provides a standard license in respect of the pooled patents for licensees who are not
members of the pool, and allocates to each member of the pool a portion of the licensing fees in
accordance with the agreement.
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Standardization relating to
Green technologies
◼ In addition to the ISO TCs in the figure,
ISO/TC61 Plastics recently established a new
SC14 Environmental aspects. It is composed
of the following five WGs and makes a lot of
liaisons with the other TCs.
- WG1 Terminology
- WG2 Biodegradability
- WG3 Biobased plastics
- WG4 Characterization of plastics leaked into
the environment (including microplastics)
- WG5 Mechanical and chemical plastics
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Final word:
◼ WIPO GREEN is a flexible global network for accessing Green technology including
that for clean energy from both of the developing and developed countries. It has
been getting some outcomes, but there are some more considerations needed.
◼ Various aspects from the Intellectual Property rights and systems are quite essential
in how the technologies will contribute to the society. I strongly hope that the
stakeholders in Asian countries will work together with us in this field.
◼ Currently, I and my colleagues in MEIJI University are preparing the International
Symposium “Green Technology Marketplace 2021”, which focuses on WIPO GREEN
and will be held virtually on Friday 15th January next year. It will be very much
appreciated if you would be interested with WIPO GREEN and also this symposium.
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Please join our International Symposium online,
“Green Technology Marketplace 2021” on 15th January.
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Thank you for your attention.
yorisuwa1@gmail.com; y.suwa@apic.jipii.or.jp
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